
Approved minutes January 2017 Ratho & District Community Council

Minutes of the RADCC held on Monday, 16th January 2017 at 7.15pm in the Community Centre, Ratho 

Present: J Wightman (Chair), K Watt, E Gray, G Low, D Hunter, R Godfree, A Fraser, J Couper, 
R McMeddes

In attendance: PC A Murdoch
Apologies: J Balfour MSP, Cllr R Henderson, C Gillan

Action

1 Apologies
As above.

2 Minutes of previous meeting
Minutes of meeting of 19th December were approved,
Proposed: A Fraser Seconded: G Low

3 Matters arising/action points 
3.1 (3.1) Encourage Ratho Station & Newbridge residents to join the Google group – ongoing SB

3.2 (3.2) Cala development, Craigpark Quarry, funding for bridge – A letter has been received from 
David Wardrop, Sports Events & Special Projects Manager, indicating that Sustrans has agreed a 
funding contribution of £12k towards a feasibility study for this project. Along with a similar 
contribution from the SW Neighbourhood Partnership, this has allowed a framework agreement to 
carry out the feasibility study, which it is hoped will start soon. In addition to technical studies and 
surveys, it will include consultation with stakeholders. There is a further indication that, should the 
feasibility study prove positive, it is possible that Sustrans may contribute funding towards the 
bridge construction.  If the work should proceed to construction phase, a report would be 
submitted to Committee, and also at that point the project would transfer from Culture to 
Transport.

3.3 (3.3) Disabled access to canal towpath – It is hoped that the work will be carried out in spring. It 
will include improvements to signage, and building steps at the slope that is frequently used for 
access to the picnic area. 

3.4 (3.4) White lining on A71 & mud on road – A response  from the Roads Department indicates that 
there are no funds for white lining on the A71 this year, and it will be next year at the earliest 
before it can be done. J Wightman to check if this matter can be referred to the Safety Sub-
Group, as the road is increasingly dangerous at night. 
There are two issues concerning the pavement on Wilkieston Road. Firstly it needs cleaning and, 
following a meeting, Karl Ivanov of SW Roads took this away as an action to follow up. Secondly, 
the two old field entrances collect mud and debris, and require a longer-term solution, ideally to 
be filled in (as they are no longer used as field accesses) so that the pavement joins up. This 
could be put forward as a suggestion for NEPS funding. 
With regard to the wheel wash, it had been established that a wheel wash was a requirement of 
the original consent, so they have complied with that, although it was clearly not always in use. 
As a next step, a letter will be sent to the SEPA office in Corstorphine, highlighting fears of 
pollution. It was suggested that mud on the road may be a road traffic violation; A Fraser to 
investigate further with her contact. 

JW

JW

JW/KW
AF

3.5 (3.5) Lamppost-attached festive lights – Tree-based Christmas lights are due to be disconnected 
from the lamppost this week, after which they will be taken down.

3.6 (3.6) Broadband connection – nothing to report

3.7 (3.7) Resting place sculptures – Notice was received today that a group of volunteers led by 
Waterways Trust will be on the towpath on Friday 10th February to “refurbish” the resting places. 
Local volunteers would be welcomed; K Watt to circulate more information once more details are 
received. KW

3.8 (3.9) Cars in school grounds and misuse of disabled parking spaces – nothing to report

3.9 (3.10) West Neighbourhood Office re TTROs – nothing to report

3.10 (3.11) Community action plan – nothing to report
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3.11 (3.12) Long-term parked vehicles – nothing to report

3.12 (3.13) Poorly lit trailers at cement works – nothing to report

3.13 (3.14) Hallcroft railings – The Council has now indicated that money will be found to repair these. 
We will be informed when the work is to be undertaken.

3.14 (3.17) Parking spaces at flats beside Bridge Inn car park – Following a meeting with Karl Ivanov, 
it was clarified that the spaces are part of the public highway, adopted in 2005. The “residents 
only” sign was not appropriate, and the council will not repaint the lines when they eventually 
fade.

3.15 (3.18) Case for re-opening school kitchen – nothing to report JWake/RH

3.16 (9.7) Platt Hill – Large amounts of earth have been moved, and there is still a large earth-moving 
vehicle in place. Enforcement enquiry to be drafted.

CG

3.17 (15) Piggery Bends – Cllr Work has provided the name of the appropriate official in NW 
Neighbourhood Partnership, who will be asked to carry out a site visit to consider whether the 
suggestion to make this part of the road traffic-light controlled is viable.

JW/KW

3.18 (15) Dog fouling – J Wightman will raise this issue again at Neighbourhood Partnership. JW

4 Police Report: 
PC Murdoch reported that, for the period since the last meeting, no actual crimes had been 
committed in Ratho or Newbridge.
However, there had been several issues with youths and antisocial behaviour; one in particular at 
Tormain Bank was reported by several residents. One culprit was chased and caught by a 
resident the previous day, and the parents have been spoken to. Police rotas had been amended 
to ensure greater presence in Ratho in forthcoming weeks. There continue to be problems with 
intimidation and stone-throwing near the shops, when they close. 
D Hunter reported an unusual recent incident with a taxi driver. PC Murdoch to establish if any 
other similar reports have been made.

PC 
Murdoch

5 Elected members' reports
none

6 Chair's report
It was agreed to change the date of the February meeting from 20th to 27th, to avoid the possibility 
of the meeting being inquorate. 
Having approved the installation of a traffic-light controlled junction at A71/Dalmahoy Road, the 
Council is going ahead with purchase of land required. In the meantime, it is proposed that the 
speed limit will be reduced to 40mph in the vicinity, and vehicle-activated signs will be installed.

7 Treasurer's report
There has been no activity.
The lighting fund now stands at £735 with a further charge expected after the lights are taken 
down. It may be necessary to review where these funds should be held in future and who may 
take responsibility for the installation and removal.

8 Secretary's report
The scheduled closure of the road at the bridge for repair works was postponed, but the diversion 
for buses that was proposed will be trialled when the works proceed; it was appreciated that 
efforts had been made to create a route that would be helpful to a larger number of residents. 
A diversity survey of Community Councils by the Council had been circulated, all members were 
encouraged to complete it. ALL

9 Planning
9.1 Flying Scot Lowcost Parking

This application was turned down, however the applicant appealed and the appeal has been 
upheld, so it is now approved.

GL
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9.2 95 Baird Road, Old Concrete Works
A decision is still awaited. In the meantime, there have been communications with the developer 
regarding the potential for community improvements; the developer has asked for some indication 
of costs for the initiatives suggested, and that has still to be provided. 

9.3 Cemetery to M8 site
RADCC are still keen to meet with Park Lane, the developer for this proposed site. A date for a 
meeting was suggested, but no response has yet been received. 

9.4 Seagull Trust – Steel Cover for Dry Dock
A supportive response was made to Planning, but drawing attention to the need to reduce the 
impact of the finish as much as possible; that suggestion was included as a condition, and 
permission has been given. The colour suggested for the finish was olive green. 

9.5 Craigpark Quarry Country Park
The developer has recently come forward with two PANs, and there will be public consultation on 
both: at EICA on 22nd February, from 2.30-7.30pm, and at Ratho Community Centre on 28th 

February, from 3.30-7.30pm. There was confusion because of there being two PANs, but the 
Case Officer believes they are for the same proposal giving the applicant the option of FUL or 
PPP.  RADCC had written to Planning with recommendations, including leafletting residents, and 
after the public exhibitions will invite the developer to a meeting.
There was some concern regarding drawings; those submitted with current PANs are NOT 
consistent with the original plans of the 05/01229/FUL consent, but appear to be consistent with 
other drawings submitted in 2014, which are different, and also appear to show the area in 
question as extending into the Bonnington Quarry.
There were some concerns regarding the possible use of EICA and a potential campsite within 
the country park as music/concert venue. At this stage, it was not possible to have constructive 
discussion as it was still unclear exactly what the purpose was for the country park. It was hoped 
that as many residents as possible go to the exhibitions to ask questions and give their views. At 
the end of the day it is important that RADCC reflects the wishes of the community.

9.6 School at West Craigs
A PAN has been submitted for a school at West Craigs, tied in with the new development behind 
the tram depot at Corstorphine. The area borders the RADCC boundary.

10 Transport
It was noted that the road surface on the bridge going north is in a poor state, the surface is 
breaking up. Also, the footpath on the north side is very slippery because of leaves.
Notice was received about the ‘ArtRoots fund’, a fund for grants of £100-1,500 for community 
groups to improve sections of the National Cycle Network with aesthetic improvements such as 
sculptures, landscaping, benches, murals etc. It is open to applications until 10 th February 2017 
with all funding to be spent this financial year. Although the canal towpath is on the NCN, Scottish 
Canals are not able to take on the maintenance of further installations at this time.
R McMeddes asked if there was any reason why there could not be bus stops on the north side of 
the canal, given that there are now many more residents on that side. The Community Council 
had investigated this at length some time ago, when they were told that stops had to be opposite 
one another, and the only suitable Council-owned land for a stop on the west side was at the War 
Memorial, which many residents had been very unhappy about when canvassed in 2014. 

KW

11 NHS Provision
Work appears to be progressing on the new surgery site.

12 Neighbourhood Partnerships
J Wightman will attend the Pentland NP meeting on 17th January.
The next Safety Sub-Group meeting is on 6th March.
J Wightman will try to attend the next Almond NP meeting, in S Bisset's absence.
“Community Planning for People & Planet” – a series of events to help set the environmental 
priorities for four Edinburgh Locality Improvement Plans 2017-22. The South West Locality event 
will be held on Wednesday 15th February at Wester Hailes Education Centre, from 6.00-8.00pm.

13 Airport Report
nothing to report
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14 RADCC Communications
Tweets/retweets – 22
Twitter followers – 6 new
Members on Google Group – 4 new (175 total)
Updates sent out – 4

15 AOCB
Noted with sadness that Maysie Gourdie, at one time a Community Council member, has died.

16 Dates of Future Meetings
(all start at 7.15pm, and all held at Ratho Community Centre, unless otherwise stated)
Monday 27th February Monday 17th July
Monday 20th March Monday 21st August
Monday 17th April – venue TBC Monday 18th September – venue TBC
Monday 15th May Monday 16th October
Monday 19th June Monday 20th November

Monday 18th December
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